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1. INTRODUCTION 
The systematic study of random equations has been initiated by SpaEek 
[19] and Hans [9]. In recent years Kannan and Salehi [13] and Itoh 
[ 111 have treated nonlinear andom equations with monotone operators. 
In [ 14, 151 the author studied nonlinear random equations and 
inequalities with singlevalued or multivalued operators of monotone type. 
It is the purpose of this paper to give some new existence theorems for non- 
linear andom equations with operators of monotone type. More precisely, 
in Section 3, we present an existence and perturbation theory for solutions 
of nonlinear andom equations involving multivalued maximal monotone 
operators. 
In Section 4 we study a random Hammerstein equation in a Hilbert 
space involving a closed linear maximal monotone random operator and a 
random operator of type (M). In Section 5 we consider andom equations 
with noncoercive pseudomonotone operators. Instead of coercivity a
Leray-Schauder-type boundary condition is assumed. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, X* its dual space and (x*, x) the 
pairing between x* in X* and x in X. The duality mapping J of X into 2x’ 
is defined by Jx= {x* EX*: (x*,x)= \JxlI I[x*l(, llxll = l\x*ll}. Let Q be a 
complete measurable space with a o-algebra d. A mapping F: Sz + 2x is 
said to be measurable (weakly measurable) if for each closed (weakly 
closed) subset G of X the set F-‘(G) = (o E Q: F(o) n G # a} belongs to 
d. We denote by B(Q, X) the set of all measurable mappings 5: IR -+ X 
such that SUP { Ilt(~)ll, o E Q} < co. The symbols + and - are used to 
denote strong and weak convergence, respectively. Let L be an operator 
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from X into 2x*. L is said to be (i) monotone if (x* - y*, x -4’) 3 0 for all 
[x, x*] and [y, y*] in the graph G(L) of L, (ii) maximal monotone if it is 
monotone and its graph is not properly contained in the graph of any 
other monotone operator L, from X into 2*‘. A single-valued operator L
from X into X* is said to be demicontinuous if it is continuous from X in 
the strong topology to X* in the weak topology. 
Let D be a subset of X and T an operator from 52 x D into X*. T is 
called random if for any x E D, T(.)x is measurable. A random operator T is 
called coercive if there exists a function c: R + -+ [w with lim,, += C(T) =
+ cc such that (T(o)x, x) 2 c( llxll). llxll for all o E &? and x E D. A random 
operator T is said to be monotone (demicontinuous, etc.) if for each w E Q, 
T(o) is monotone (demicontinuous, etc.). 
3. RANDOM EQUATIONS WITH MAXIMAL MONOTONE OPERATORS 
In this section we establish two existence theorems for multivalued 
maximal monotone operators. For corresponding deterministic results we 
refer to Browder [ 11. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Y and Z be topological spaces. A mapping T from 
Y into 2z is said to be lower semicontinuous if for each x0 in Y and each 
open set G in Z with T(xO) n G # 0 there exists a neighborhood U of x0 
such that T(x) n G # 0, whenever x E U. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and D a sub- 
set of X. Let T: Q x D -+ 2x* be a maximal monotone random operator such 
that T is lower semicontinuous (X* taken with its weak topology) and 
0 E T(o)0 for all w E 52. Let T,: Q x X + X* be a single-valued random 
operator, which is bounded, coercive and maximal monotone. Then for each 
n E B(Q, X*) there exists c E B(Q, X) such that 
r(w) E T(wNw) + T,(w)t(w) for all o EQ. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove the theorem when q(w) = 0 for all w E a. 
By a result of Trojanski [20], we may assume without loss of generality 
that X and X* are locally uniformly convex. Thus the mapping J- ’ is con- 
tinuous from the strong topology of X* to the strong topology of X. 
For E>O, we define an operator T,: 52 x X -+ X* by T,(w)x = 
(T(w)-’ +&J-l)-‘X (cf. [S], Proposition 12). We assert hat T, is a ran- 
dom operator. Indeed, let B be a weakly open subset of X* and A be a 
countable set dense in B. Then, for a fixed x E X, we have 
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{co: T,(U)XEB} = { u:XE T(w)-‘(B)+SI(B)} 
= (0: x-EJ-‘(y)~ T(w)-‘(B) for some yEB} 
= {co: T(o)(x-EJ-l(y))nB#@ for some yEB} 
=‘ia (0: T(o) (X-&J-‘tY))nBZ0) 
=?i, {ox T(u) (X-&EJ-‘(a))nB#0}. 
Since the last set belongs to d, TJ.)x is weakly measurable and by 
[S, p. 149) it is also measurable. The random operator T, + T, is maximal 
monotone and satisfies the assumptions of [ 11, Theorem 6.21. So there 
exists 5, E B(Q, X) such that 
Setting U,(O) = T,(o)<,(w) and u,(o) = T,(w)<,(o), we have 
It follows from the growth property of c(r) that there exists M > 0 such 
that l/<,(o)11 < M for all E > 0 and o E Q. Let {E,} be a sequence of positive 
numbers such that E, + 0. For each n, we set c,(o) = t,,(o), u,,(o) = U,“(W) 
and u,(w) = u,“(o). As in the proof of [ 15, Theorem 3.31, the mapping 
~(o)=nnrnt 1 h w , w ere f,(o) = weak c~{<~(w): i>,n) admits a measurable 
selection 5 E B(Q, X). For a fixed w E Q, there exists a subsequence {<,Jw) > 
of {t,,(w)} such that &Jw) - l(o). Since the sequences (u,Jw)} and 
{u,(o)} are bounded, we may assume (after passing to subsequences) that 
u,(o)--u(w) and uJw)-u(o). As in the proof of [3, Proposition 131 one 
can show that U(O) E T(w)<(o) and u(o) = T,(o)<(w). Thus 
0 = u(w) + u(o) E T(w)<(o) + T,(w)&w), which completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark. We note that if a point x E D is almost internal to D then the 
assumption of lower semicontinuity ofTat x implies that T is single-valued 
at x [8]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a separable rejlexive Banach space and D be a 
subset of X with 0 ED. Let T: 52 x D + 2x* be a coercive, maximal monotone 
random operator such that T is lower semicontinuous (X* taken with its 
weak topology) and 0 E T(o)0 for all o E a. Then for each q E B(SZ, X* ) 
there exists 5 E B(52, X) such that 
ME T(w){(o) for all o E Sz. 
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ProoJ: We may assume that q(w) = 0 for all o E Q and that X, X* are 
locally uniformly convex. By theorem 3.2, for each E > 0, there exist 
5, E B(S2, X) and u,(w) E T(o)S,(o) such that 
0 = u,(u) + EJS,:(W). 
We have 
0 = (u,(m) + a,(~), L(u) 2 4115,(~)ll).115,(~)11 + 415,(~)112> 
which implies that c( lIt,(w)ll) < 0. So there exists M> 0 such that 
II<Jo)ll Q M for all E > 0 and WE&?. Let {E,,} be a sequence of positive 
numbers such that E, +O. For each n, we set C&(O)= t,,(o) and 
U,(O) = U,“(O). As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 there exists rE B(Q, X) such 
that for a fixed ~EQ, there is a subsequence {~,Ju)} of {t,,(w)} such that 
~,JcJJ) - t(o). Let [y, y*] be any element of G( T(o)). By the monotonicity 
of T we have 
or 
(-5&k(~) -y*, r/c(u) -Y z 0. 
Since ~~llJ<~(~)ll = ~~ll&(o)ll < @4, it follows that 
(Y*, Y - t(m)) 2 0 for all [y, y*] E G( T(w)). 
By the maximal monotonicity of T, we conclude that OE T(o)<(w). 
4. A NONLINEAR RANDOM HAMMERSTEIN EQUATION 
In this section we study a nonlinear andom equation of Hammerstein 
type in a Hilbert space. The deterministic case was given in [7]. The key to 
the following result is 
LEMMA 4.1. [ 121. Let X be a separable Banach space and Y be a dense 
linear subspace of X. Let T: Q x Y + X be a linear closed random operator 
such that, for each o ~52, T(w) is one to one and onto. Then the mapping 
S:SZxX-,XdefinedbyS(w)x=T(o)~‘x(o~52,x~X)isalinearrandom 
operator. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An operator T: X --+ X* is said to be of type (M) if the 
following conditions hold: 
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(i) T is continuous from finite-dimensional subspaces of X to X* 
endowed with weak topology. 
(ii) For any sequence {xn} in X such that x,-x, TX, -x* and 
limsup (TX,, x,--x)<O, we have Tx=x*. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, Y a dense linear sub- 
space of H and K: Q x Y -+ H a closed linear maximal monotone random 
operator. Let F: Q x H + H be a random operator which is of type (M), 
bounded and coercive. Then there exists 5 E B(0, H) such that 
<(o)+K(w)F(‘(w)~(o)=O for all WEQ. 
Proof By Phillips [171, for each n E N and cu EQ the operator 
K,(o) = (K(o) + (l/n) I)-’ exists as a linear monotone operator from H 
into H. By Lemma 4.1, K,,(.)x is a random operator. Now, for each x E H 
and woSZ, we have 
W,z(w)x+ Ftm)x, x) 2 (F(o)x, l2 c(llxll Mx l, 
i.e., K , + F is coercive. Thus the random operator K,, + F is bounded, coer- 
cive and of type (M) (cf. [7]). By [ 141, there exists a measurable mapping 
rn: Q + H such that 
We have 
K(o) <A~) + F(o) 5,(w) = 0 for all ~ESZ. 
0 = (K,(u) 5,(w) + F(o) L(u), L(u)) 2 (F(o) L(u), &z(o)) 
It then follows that there exists M> 0 such that ~~~,(o)~~ < M for all n E N 
and o E Q. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, there exists a measurable mapp- 
ing 5: 52 --f H such that for a fixed w E 0, there is a subsequence of {<Jo)} 
(which we denote again by {(Jo)}) such that t,,(o)- r(w). Since F is 
bounded we may assume that F(o) S,(o)-u(o). We assert hat v(w) E Y 
and K(o) u(o) = -t(w). Indeed, for any x E D(K*(o)), where K*(w) is the 
adjoint operator of K(w), we have 
0 = (t,(u) + K(o) F(o) 5,(~) +; F(w) L(w), xl 
= (Mu), x) + (F(o) L(~), K*(o) xl +A (F(o) L(w), xl. 
Letting n + + co, we get 
0 = (t(o), x) + (v(u), K*(o)x), 
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which implies that u(w) E @K**(o)) = Y and K**(o) u(w) = K(o) u(o) = 
-t(w). Now, by the monotonicity of K we have 
0 G (K(o) u(u)- K(w) F(w) L(U)? u(w) - f-(w) L(QJ)) 
= (K(o) u(u), u(u) - F(o) 5,(u)) + (5,(w), u(w) - F(u) 5,(m)) 
+; (F(u) &I(~), 40) -F(w) 4,(w)) 
and so 
(5”(U), F(w) 5,(~)) Q (K(w) u(w), 40) -F(u) L(u)) + (Mu), u(w)) 
+; (F(o) 5,(~)> u(w) -F(o) LA@)). 
Letting n + + co, we get 
limw(W4 04 L(w)) G 634, G4), 
which implies that F(o) t(w) = u(o), since F is of type (AI). Hence 
t(w) + K(o) F(w) ((0) = t(o) + K(o) u(w) = 0. The proof is completed. 
5. NONCOERCIVE RANDOM EQUATIONS 
To prove our main result in this section we shall need the following 
lemma, which is a stochastic generalization of [2, Theorem 6.11. 
LEMMA 5.1, Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space, G a compact 
convex subset of X and T: Cl x G +X* a demicontinuous random operator. 
Then there exists a measurable mapping 5: f2 --t G such that 
(T(o)<(o), t(w)-y)dO for all LEG and ~~52. 
Proof. By Browder [2, Theorem 6.11, for each o E IR, there exists x E G 
such that 
(T(o)x, x- y)<O for all YE G. 
Define the mapping I? Sz + 2G by setting 
f(u)= {xEG: (T(o)x, x-y)<0 for all LEG). 
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Let (~~1 be an infinite s quence of points in G whose union is dense in G. 
Note that 
T(o)= fi {xEG: (T(o)x,x-y&O}. 
n=l 
For each nEN(, the mapping f,,: QxG+ R defined by 
f,(o, x) = (T(o) x, x-y,) is measurable with respect o w and continuous 
with respect to x. Thus, the mapping r,,: Sz --) 2G defined by 
T,(o) = {x E G:f,,(o, x) 6 0} is measurable [ 10, Theorem 6.41. Then the 
mapping f is also measurable [4, Proposition III 41. By [16], f admits a 
measurable selection 5, i.e., there exists a measurable mapping 5: a + G 
such that 
(T(o) 5(w), t(a) -Y) G 0 for all LEG and ~ESZ. 
DEFINITION 5.2. An operator T: X-+ X* is said to be pseudomonotone if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) T is continuous from finite-dimensional subspaces of X to X* 
endowed with weak topology. 
(ii) For any sequence {xn} in X such that x,-x, TX,-x* and 
limsup (TX,, x, - x) < 0, we have TX = x* and lim (TX,, x,) = (x*, x). 
For R > 0, we denote by B, = {x E X: llxll< R} and S, = {x E X: llxll= R}. 
Let T, be the following operator introduced by Rockafellar [ 181. 
if I/XII CR
if (1x(1 = R. (*I 
Since T, is the subdifferential of the indicator function of the closed ball 
B,, it follows that T, is a maximal monotone operator from B, into 2x’ 
[2, Theorem 7.101. 
The deterministic result corresponding to the following theorem was 
treated in [6]. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and 
T: Sz x X + X* a random operator which is pseudomonotone and bounded. 
Suppose that there exists R >O such that for all A >O, all XE S,q and all 
w E Q, we have 
Otf T(w)x+IJx. 
Then there exists a measurable mapping 5: D + B, such that T(o) r(o) = 0 
for all 0 E 0. 
We shall derive Theorem 5.3 as a consequence of the following result. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and 
T: 52 x X --+ A’* u random operator which is pseudomonotone and bounded. 
For R > 0, let T, be the operator defined by (*). Then for each measurable 
mapping q: 0 -+ X* there exists a measurable mapping 5: Q + B, such that 
q(w) E T(o) r(o) + TR{(co) for all o E Q. 
Proof: We may assume that q(o) = 0 for all w E Q. Let {x,} be an 
infinite s quence of points of B, whose union is dense in B,. For each 
nE N, let C, be the convex hull of (xi, x2,..., x,}. We apply the Lemma 5.1 
to the compact convex set C, and the random operator T: Q x C, + X*. It 
then follows that there exists a measurable mapping 5,: 52 --f C, such that 
(T(o) 4,(~h 5,(~)-~)60 for all ~EC, and ~~52. (1) 
As in the proof of [ 15, Theorem 3.33, the mapping T(w) = n, m(w), where 
f,(w) = weak cl{t;( o : i~ n} admits a measurable selection 5: 52 + B,. ) 
For a fixed OE 52, there exists a subsequence {<Jw)} of (r,(o)} such that 
&(W)-<(U). Since the sequence {T(w) <,Jo)} is bounded, we may 
assume that T(w) <JO)-U(W). We assert hat 
limsup (T(w) L(m), L(m) -Y) Q 0 for all yE UkCk. 
Indeed, let y be any element of U k Ck. Then y lies in C, for some m, and 
since {C,} increases with k, y E Ck for all k Bm. Hence, for k 2 m we get 
from (1) that 
(T(o) 5/c(~), L(~)-Y)GO 
which implies that 
limsup (T(o) Mw), Mm)-y)GQ 
Since the sequence {T(w) t,(w)} is bounded, we conclude 
limsup (T(w) L(W), L(m) -Y) G 0 for all y~B,=cl (UkCk). (2) 
Now for y = t(o) E B, we get 
limsup (T(o) UC()), L(W) - 4(w)) G 0. 
Since T is pseudomonotone, it follows that u(w) = T(w) t(w) and 
lim (T(o) LAO), L(m)) = (T(o) t(w), 4(w)). Thus (2) gives 
(T(o) t(m), t(w)-y)dO for all YE B,, 
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which implies that there exists A(o) 2 0 such that 
- T(w) 5(w) E 40) J5(w), 
i.e., 0 E T(o) t(w) + T, l(o). The proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. By Theorem 5.4, there exists a measurable 
mapping 5: Sz -+ B, such that 
0 E T(o) t(o) + T, 5(a) for all ~0~9. 
Let w be an arbitrary element of s2. If /<(0)11 < R, we have T,<(w) = 0 and 
consequently T(o) ((0) = 0. If /15(o)/ = R, then there exists A(o) 2 0 such 
that OE T(o) t(o) + A(o) Jt(o). By hypothesis A(o) must be zero. 
Therefore T(o) ((0) = 0 and the proof is completed. 
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